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The Moors: The Islamic West 7th 15th
Centuries AD (Men At Arms)
A Washington Post Bestseller "Fascinating...A lively read...we are indebted to Ms.
Menocal for opening up an important period of history." (Wall Street Journal) This
enthralling history, widely hailed as a revelation of a "lost" golden age, brings to vivid
life the rich and thriving culture of medieval Spain, where for more than seven
centuries Muslims, Jews, and Christians lived together in an atmosphere of tolerance,
and where literature, science, and the arts flourished.
The book presents the role of deception in leadership to gain control of people and
the manipulation of people and events in order to gain and maintain a position of
power. It treats with deception in leadership in history, politics, diplomacy, the
military, religion, culture and philosophy. This is important because a free people
collectively choose and set the standards for their leaders. It appears that, in the
upward striving for a better life, deceptive leaders are like black holes disrupting the
part of human progress. So, isn't it about time to tell the truth about leadership and
lies?
Muslims beyond the Arab World explores the tradition of writing African languages
using the Arabic script 'Ajami and the rise of the Muridiyya order of Islamic Sufi in
Senegal. The book demonstrates how the development of 'Ajami and the flourishing
of the Muridiyya are entwined.
New archaeological material and research underpins this extensive, detailed and
beautifully illustrated account of the famous Mamluk Askars who are credited with
finally defeating and expelling the Crusaders, halting the Mongol invasion of the
Islamic Middle East, and facing down Tamerlane. Probably the ultimate professional
soldiers of the medieval period they were supposedly recruited as adolescent slaves,
though recent research has begun to undermine this oversimplified interpretation of
what has been called the "Mamluk phenomenon".
Unlocking The Secrets Of Moorish Spain
Between East and West
The Image of Islam in Western Thought
The Boundaries of Europe
How Muslims, Jews, and Christians Created a Culture of Tolerance in Medieval Spain
Praying to the West

This book is based on the theory that the black Muslim
movement was created from the knowledge of the Masonic
order. In the early decades of the 20th century, noble drew ali
established a political and religious organization known today
as the Moorish Science Temple of America. It was this
organization that exposed black to something other than the
normal Christian influences of that day. Ali a high degree
freemason, incorporated various Masonic teachings from an
auxiliary group. Known as the AEAONMS ancient Egyptian
Arabic order of noble of the mystic shrine A pseudo
Islamic/Arabic oriental organization that served as a wake up
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call to a lost knowledge. A knowledge that was taken away from
Africans during the slave trades. The theory behind this book is
that the majority of the slaves that were taken from the west
coast of Africa were practicing Muslims, and these Muslims
were forced to convert to Christianity under the strong
oppression of slavery. At one time Afro-Americans were the
biggest minority in the American society. About 90% of the
todays population of blacks are descendants of slaves that were
brought to America for working on plantations since the 16th
century. At the beginning of the 19th century most of the socalled Negroes lived in the plantation areas of the Southern
States. After the Civil War and the abolition of slavery it wasnt
until the early 1920s and 30s that blacks were beginning to
experiment with other faiths. Of all the faiths Islam became the
fastest growing religion and the most popular. This book by far
is in no way a research into black history, instead it covers a
more deeper aspect of history in which I call the history behind
the history. It explores the true Asiatic origins of the ancient
religions of Hinduism, Buddhism well as the Islamic faith.
Finally It explores the Masonic symbolisms of alis Moorish
science dogma digging deeper into the esoteric side of his
Aquarian/Masonic teaching explaining their origins and
discovering an age old wisdom that had been kept hidden from
the human eye. One would think that Africans in the Americas
would have rejected the religious tradition of their European
oppressors taking into consideration that African religions are
far older & they possess more sources of knowledge & spiritual
salvation. Yet there are those who have turned away from
traditional Christian dominated environments in order to find a
greater understanding of themselves and the world in which
they live. One alternative has been to seek knowledge in the
various religious groups that arose in the 20th century.
The term Moor is a historical rather than an ethnic name. It is
an invention of European Christians for the Islamic inhabitants
of Maghreb (North Africa), Andalusia (Spain), Sicily and Malta,
and was sometimes use to designate all Muslims. It is derived
from Mauri, the Latin name for the Berbers who lived in the
Roman province of Mauretania, which ranged across modern
Algeria and Morocco. Saracen was another European term used
to designate Muslims, though it usually referred to the Arabic
peoples of the Middle East and derives from an ancient name
for the Arabs, Sarakenoi. The Muslims of those regions no more
refer to themselves by that term than those of North Africa call
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themselves Moors. Maghreb, or al-Maghreb, is a historical term
used by Arabic Muslims for the territory of coastal North Africa
from Alexandria to the Atlantic Coast. It means "The West" and
is used in opposition to Mashrek, "The East," used to refer to
the lands of Islam in the Middle East and north-eastern Africa.
The Berbers refer to the region in their own language as
Tamazgha. In a limited, precise sense it can also refer to the
Kingdom of Morocco, the proper name of which is al-Mamlakah
al-Maghribiyyah, "Kingdom of the West." The history of the
Spanish Peninsula is closely bound to that of the Moors. The
term "Spain" was not in wide use until the region was united by
the monarchs of Aragon and Castile, and the Moors called the
lands they ruled in the Iberian Peninsula Al-Andalus,
traditionally thought to be an Arabic transliteration of Vandal,
the Germanic tribe which briefly ruled the region in the early
fifth century. The English name Andalusia derives from the
Spanish Andalucia, which is still used by Spain to name its
southern region. Not surprisingly, three religions attempting to
coexist during medieval times resulted in nearly incessant
conflicts, marked by high taxation, disparate societies, rigid
cultural controls, and systemic violence. Despite the odds,
these three religions managed to live in a state of quasiacceptance and peace in most of the major cities in the Iberian
Peninsula like Cordoba and Toledo, with sporadic warfare
occurring on the borders between Al-Andalus and the Christian
kingdoms near the Pyrenees Mountains. Muslims, Christians,
and Jews would attempt to reorganize their societies several
times over the centuries through warfare, always with Jews on
the lower rungs and Christians and Muslims fighting it out
above them. Though it's often forgotten today, the fighting that
took place during the Reconquista was not originally driven by
religion. Instead, the majority of the battles were fought by
ambitious rulers who sought territorial expansion, like many
other civilizations during the Middle Ages. In fact, the
Reconquista would not gain its unique religious flavor until the
13th century, when the territories that would become Castile
and Aragon drummed up religious fervor to achieve its aims
and gained papal support from Rome. While the Moors have
always been associated with Spain due to their lengthy stay on
the Iberian Peninsula, the most famous battle they were
involved in was actually fought in modern France. While the
Franks were consolidating a kingdom there, Muslim forces
were pushing out of North Africa and into the Iberian
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Peninsula in the early 8th century, and by the dawn of the 730s,
the Umayyad dynasty had expanded its territory from the
Atlantic to the Pyrenees, a series of seasonally snow-capped
mountains in Europe that forms a border between the nations
of Spain and France. This would lead to Charles Martel's most
famous military victory came at the Battle of Tours, also called
the Battle of Poitiers, on October 10, 732.
The just-discovered story of how two enigmatic circus
performers and the cultural ferment of the Gilded Age sparked
the Black Muslim movement in America Delving into new
archives and uncovering fascinating biographical narratives,
secret rituals, and hidden identities, historian Jacob Dorman
explains why thousands of Americans were enthralled by the
Islamic Orient, and why some came to see Islam as a global
antiracist movement uniquely suited to people of African
descent in an era of European imperialism, Jim Crow
segregation, and officially sanctioned racism. The Princess and
the Prophet tells the story of the Black Broadway performer
who, among the world of Arabian acrobats and equestrians,
Muslim fakirs, and Wild West shows, discovered in Islam a
greater measure of freedom and dignity, and a rebuttal to the
racism and parochialism of white America. Overturning the
received wisdom that the prophet was born on the East Coast,
Dorman has discovered that Noble Drew Ali was born Walter
Brister in Kentucky. With the help of his wife, a former lion
tamer and “Hindoo” magician herself, Brister renamed himself
Prophet Noble Drew Ali and founded the predecessor of the
Nation of Islam, the Moorish Science Temple of America, in the
1920s. With an array of profitable businesses, the “Moors” built
a nationwide following of thousands of dues-paying members,
swung Chicago elections, and embedded themselves in
Chicago’s dominant Republican political machine at the height
of Prohibition racketeering, only to see their sect descend into
infighting in 1929 that likely claimed the prophet’s life. This
fascinating untold story reveals that cultures grow as much
from imagination as inheritance, and that breaking down the
artificial silos around various racial and religious cultures
helps to understand not only America’s hidden past but also its
polycultural present.
This book is an interview of Elijah Muhammad explaining his
initial encounter with his teacher, Master Fard Muhammad and
how his messengership came about. The subjects discussed are
Master Fard Muhammad's whereabouts, the races and what
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makes a devil and satan. He answers questions dealing the
concept of divine and how ideas are perfected. More basic
subjects include Malcolm X, Noble Drew Ali, C. Eric Lincoln,
Udom, and a comprehensive range of information.
The Ornament of the World
We are All Moors
The Purging of Muslim Spain
Muslims Beyond the Arab World
Christian Perceptions of Muslim Identity in Medieval and Early
Modern Spain
The Moors of Andalusia
As Islam and the West prepare to clash once again, Jason Webster
embarks on a quest to discover Spain's hidden Moorish legacy and lift the
lid on a country once forged by both Muslims and Christians. He meets
Zine, a young illegal immigrant from Morocco, a twenty-first century Moor,
lured over with the promise of a job but exploited as a slave labourer on a
fruit farm. Jason's life is threatened as he investigates the agricultural
gulag, Zine rescues him, and the unlikely pair of writer and desperado take
off on a rollercoaster ride through Andalucía. While Jason unveils the
neglected Arab ancestry of modern Spain - apparent in its food, language,
people and culture - Zine sets out on his own parallel quest, a one-man
peace mission to resolve Muslim-Christian tensions by proving irresistible
to Spanish señoritas.
In 1482, Abu Abdallah Muhammad XI became the twenty-third Muslim King
of Granada. He would be the last. This is the first history of the ruler, known
as Boabdil, whose disastrous reign and bitter defeat brought seven
centuries of Moorish Spain to an end. It is an action-packed story of
intrigue, treachery, cruelty, cunning, courtliness, bravery and tragedy.
Basing her vivid account on original documents and sources, Elizabeth
Drayson traces the origins and development of Islamic Spain. She
describes the thirteenth-century founding of the Nasrid dynasty, the
cultured and stable society it created, and the feuding which threatened it
and had all but destroyed it by 1482, when Boabdil seized the throne. The
new Sultan faced betrayals by his family, factions in the Alhambra palace,
and ever more powerful onslaughts from the forces of Ferdinand and
Isabella, monarchs of the newly united kingdoms of Castile and Aragon. By
stratagem, diplomacy, courage and strength of will Boabdil prolonged his
reign for ten years, but he never had much chance of survival. In 1492
Ferdinand and Isabella, magnificently attired in Moorish costume, entered
Granada and took possession of the city. Boabdil went into exile. The
Christian reconquest of Spain, that has reverberated so powerfully down
the centuries, was complete.
A sweeping history of the often-violent conflict between Islam and the
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West, shedding a revealing light on current hostilities The West and Islam -the sword and scimitar -- have clashed since the mid-seventh century,
when, according to Muslim tradition, the Roman emperor rejected Prophet
Muhammad's order to abandon Christianity and convert to Islam,
unleashing a centuries-long jihad on Christendom. Sword and Scimitar
chronicles the decisive battles that arose from this ages-old Islamic jihad,
beginning with the first major Islamic attack on Christian land in 636,
through the Muslim occupation of nearly three-quarters of Christendom
which prompted the Crusades, followed by renewed Muslim conquests by
Turks and Tatars, to the European colonization of the Muslim world in the
1800s, when Islam largely went on the retreat -- until its reemergence in
recent times. Using original sources in Arabic and Greek, preeminent
historian Raymond Ibrahim describes each battle in vivid detail and
explains how these wars and the larger historical currents of the age reflect
the cultural fault lines between Islam and the West. The majority of these
landmark battles -- including the battles of Yarmuk, Tours, Manzikert, the
sieges at Constantinople and Vienna, and the crusades in Syria and
Spain--are now forgotten or considered inconsequential. Yet today, as the
West faces a resurgence of this enduring Islamic jihad, Sword and Scimitar
provides the needed historical context to understand the current
relationship between the West and the Islamic world -- and why the Islamic
State is merely the latest chapter of an old history.
Most studies of medieval warfare in the late 14th and 15th centuries
concentrate on the Hundred Years' War between England and France and
the Wars of the Roses. But meanwhile, on the Iberian peninsula, the
foundations of Spain's military 'Golden Age' were being laid as the
kingdoms of Castile and Aragon under the Trastamara dynasty grew in
power, ambition and success. Featuring spectacular full-colour artwork,
and rare manuscript illustrations, this book depicts the fighting men whose
skill and tactical flexibility made Spain into a world power at the close of
the Middle Ages, carving out empires from the Mediterranean to the
Caribbean.
Andalus
Blood and Faith
The Moor's Account
How Seven Centuries of Muslim Rule in Spain Came to an End
To Live Like a Moor
The Arabian Nights in Historical Context
Against a backdrop of Islamophobia, Europeans are increasingly airbrushing
from history their cultural debt to the Muslim world. But this legacy lives on
in some of Europe's most recognizable buildings, from Notre-Dame
Cathedral to the Houses of Parliament. This beautifully illustrated book
reveals the Arab and Islamic roots of Europe's architectural heritage. Diana
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Darke traces ideas and styles from vibrant Middle Eastern centers like
Damascus, Baghdad and Cairo, via Muslim Spain, Venice and Sicily into
Europe. She describes how medieval crusaders, pilgrims and merchants
encountered Arab Muslim culture on their way to the Holy Land; and
explores more recent artistic interaction between Ottoman and Western
cultures, including Sir Christopher Wren's inspirations in the "Saracen" style
of Gothic architecture. Recovering this long yet overlooked history of
architectural "borrowing," Stealing from the Saracens is a rich tale of cultural
exchange, shedding new light on Europe's greatest landmarks.
In these troubled times, when Islam is under seemingly perpetual attack, it
is imperative to consider how much the West owes to the religion’s spiritual
insights. Bestselling author Tim Wallace-Murphy presents the first major
popular book to examine the common roots of Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam and to reveal Islam’s immense contributions to our society—which
included laying the foundations for our systems of education, astronomy,
mathematics, and architecture. He also illustrates how the European
Western powers helped foment the current crisis in the Middle East, and why
we must strive for a just, equitable solution to these problems.
Understanding can begin with this compelling acknowledgment of our
shared spiritual heritage, including religious tolerance, respect for learning,
and the concepts of chivalry and brotherhood.
The 8th century heralded the start of a golden age in the history of the
Islamic world. At this time, the Sunni Muslim 'Abbãsid Caliphate, with its
capital at Baghdad, ruled virtually the entire Islamic world. Islamic military
power peaked in the 9th century, but by the end of this golden age in the
11th century, the 'Abbãsid Caliphs had little political and virtually no military
power. Featuring numerous photographs of artefacts and eight full colour
plates by Graham Turner, David Nicolle's book examines the recruitment,
organization, weaponry and uniforms of the armies of the Caliphates from
862-1098.
*Selected as a Most Anticipated Book of Fall by The Globe and Mail and The
Toronto Star* *A Chatelaine Fall Best Books Selection* “A necessary
meditation on the richness and multiplicity of Islamic history and practice.”
—Desmond Cole, author of The Skin We’re In “Explore[s] Islam’s deep roots
in himself and the Americas and crafting a striking portrait of both.”
—Maclean’s “[A] fascinating...almost infallibly instructive read.” —The Wall
Street Journal An insightful and perspective-shifting new book, from a
celebrated journalist, about reclaiming identity and revealing the surprising
history of the Muslim diaspora in the west—from the establishment of
Canada’s first mosque through to the long-lasting effects of 9/11 and the
devastating Quebec City mosque shooting. Discover the book that is
sparking conversation from Brazil to Canada’s icy North. “Until recently,
Muslim identity was imposed on me. But I feel different about my religious
heritage in the era of ISIS and Trumpism, Rohingya and Uyghur genocides,
ethnonationalism and misinformation. I’m compelled to reclaim the thing
that makes me a target. I’ve begun to examine Islam closely with an eye for
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how it has shaped my values, politics, and connection to my roots. No doubt,
Islam has a place within me. But do I have a place within it?” Omar
Mouallem grew up in a Muslim household, but always questioned the role of
Islam in his life. As an adult, he used his voice to criticize what he saw as the
harms of organized religion. But none of that changed the way others saw
him. Now, as a father, he fears the challenges his children will no doubt face
as Western nations become increasingly nativist and hostile toward their
heritage. In Praying to the West, Mouallem explores the unknown history of
Islam across the Americas, traveling to thirteen unique mosques in search of
an answer to how this religion has survived and thrived so far from the place
of its origin. From California to Quebec, and from Brazil to Canada’s icy
north, he meets the members of fascinating communities, all of whom
provide different perspectives on what it means to be Muslim. Along this
journey he comes to understand that Islam has played a fascinating role in
how the Americas were shaped—from industrialization to the changing
winds of politics. And he also discovers that there may be a place for Islam
in his own life, particularly as a father, even if he will never be a true
believer. Original, insightful, and beautifully told, Praying to the West reveals
a secret history of home and the struggle for belonging taking place in towns
and cities across the Americas, and points to a better, more inclusive future
for everyone.
Stealing from the Saracens
Saracen Faris AD 1050–1250
History of the Nation of Islam
Turks, Moors, and Englishmen in the Age of Discovery
Muslims in the Western Imagination
Architecture of the Islamic West
An American imam and founder of the ASMA Society discusses his work
for religious pluralism and interfaith dialogue in the American Muslim
community, arguing that Islamic principles support the fundamental
values of a pluralistic and democratic society. 25,000 first printing.
An “exquisite piece of historical fiction” (Winnipeg Free Press), The
Moor’s Account is “brilliantly imagined fiction…rewritten to give us
something that feels very like the truth” (Salman Rushdie). In 1527,
the conquistador Pánfilo de Narváez left the port of San Lucar de
Barrameda in Spain with a crew of more than five hundred men. His goal
was to claim what is now the Gulf Coast of the United States for the
Spanish crown and, in the process, become as wealthy and as famous as
Hernán Cortés. But from the moment the Narváez expedition reached
Florida it met with incredibly bad luck—storms, disease, starvation,
hostile Indians. Within a year, there were only four survivors: the
expedition’s treasurer, Cabeza de Vaca; a Spanish nobleman named
Alonso del Castillo Maldonado; a young explorer by the name of Andrés
Dorantes; and his Moroccan slave, Mustafa al-Zamori. The four
survivors were forced to live as slaves to the Indians for six years,
before fleeing and establishing themselves as faith healers. Together,
they traveled on foot through present-day Florida, Texas, New Mexico,
and Arizona, gathering thousands of disciples and followers along the
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way. In 1536, they crossed the Rio Grande into Mexican territory,
where they stumbled on a group of Spanish slavers, who escorted them
to the capital of the Spanish empire, México-Tenochtitlán. Three of
the survivors were asked to provide testimony of their
journey—Castillo, Dorantes, and Cabeza de Vaca, who later wrote a book
about this adventure, called La Relacíon, or The Account. But because
he was a slave, Estebanico was not asked to testify. His experience
was considered irrelevant, or superfluous, or unreliable, or unworthy,
despite the fact that he had acted as a scout, an interpreter, and a
translator. This novel is his story.
In the Middle East, not only were the 12th and 13th centuries
punctuated by European Crusades but, even more significantly, the
mid-11th century saw the invasion of the Saljuq Turks and the mid-13th
century witnessed a devastating Mongol assault. Crucial to the Middle
Eastern forces involved was the professional cavalryman, known as a
faris or 'horseman'. A faris' training was far more wide-ranging than
that of a contemporary European knight, including the use of horsearchery and the ability to fight on foot as well as general
horsemanship and the use of the lance and sword. David Nicolle's text
presents a detailed view of these fascinating and versatile warriors.
The high point of medieval Islamic expansion was the 700-year presence
of the 'Moors' in Spain and Portugal. The Arab and Berber conquest was
followed by the establishment of a richly distinct culture in
Andalusia, where for a while Muslim and Christian co-operated as often
as they fought. The rise and fall of successive Islamic dynasties
brought new invaders, fragmentation and disunity; and the growing
Christian kingdoms to the north eventually doomed the amirate of
Granada, the last Moorish bastion, which fell to the Castilians in
1492. The colourful armies of Western Islam are described and
illustrated here in fascinating detail.
The Princess and the Prophet
Armies of Castile and Aragon 1370–1516
North Africa and the Iberian Peninsula, 700-1800
How Islamic Architecture Shaped Europe
History of the Moors of Spain

This work examines the debt owed by Europe to the Moors for the Renaissance and
the significant role played by the African in the Muslim invasions of the Iberian
peninsula. While it focuses mainly on Spain and Portugal, it also examines the races
and roots of the original North African before the later ethnic mix of the blackamoors
and tawny Moors in the medieval period. The study ranges from the Moor in the
literature of Cervantes and Shakespeare to his profound influence upon Europe's
university system and the diffusion via this system of the ancient and medieval
sciences. The Moors are shown to affect not only European mathematics and mapmaking, agriculture and architecture, but their markets, their music and their machines.
The ethnicity of the Moor is re-examined, as is his unique contribution, both as creator
and conduit, to the first seminal phase of the industrial revolution.
In the centuries following the first expeditions down the great rivers of northern Russia
by Viking traders and adventurers, the foundations for a new state were laid. Many
influences combined in this colourful culture which grew up first around the great cities
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of Kiev and Novgorod ‒ Scandinavian, Finnish, Slav, steppe Turkish, Byzantine. By the
time of the Mongol invasions of the 12th century the small enclaves of the old pagan
Rus', tolerated by the Khazar Khans for their commercial usefulness, had evolved into a
Christian nation. Its story is told here in fascinating detail, and illustrated with striking
colour reconstructions of the warriors themselves.
Europeʼs boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural, religious, and political
conceptions rather than by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from renowned
European scholars outlines the transformation of Europeʼs boundaries from the fall of
the ancient world to the age of decolonization, or the end of the explicit endeavor to
“Europeanize” the world.From the decline of the Roman Empire to the polycentrism of
todayʼs world, the essays span such aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe
with Islam and the changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare nostrum” to a frontier
between nations. Scandinavia, eastern Europe and the Atlantic are also analyzed as
boundaries in the context of exploration, migratory movements, cultural exchanges, and
war. The Boundaries of Europe, edited by Pietro Rossi, is the first installment in the
ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual Europe, which seeks to explore the
question of an intrinsic or quintessential European identity in light of the rising
skepticism towards Europe as an integrated cultural and intellectual region.
A Choice 2015 Outstanding Academic Title Throughout history, Muslim men have been
depicted as monsters. The portrayal of humans as monsters helps a society delineate
who belongs and who, or what, is excluded. Even when symbolic, as in post-9/11
zombie films, Muslim monsters still function to define Muslims as non-human entities.
These are not depictions of Muslim men as malevolent human characters, but rather as
creatures that occupy the imagination -- non-humans that exhibit their wickedness
outwardly on the skin. They populate medieval tales, Renaissance paintings,
Shakespearean dramas, Gothic horror novels, and Hollywood films. Through an
exhaustive survey of medieval, early modern, and contemporary literature, art, and
cinema, Muslims in the Western Imagination examines the dehumanizing ways in which
Muslim men have been constructed and represented as monsters, and the impact such
representations have on perceptions of Muslims today. The study is the first to present
a genealogy of these creatures, from the demons and giants of the Middle Ages to the
hunchbacks with filed teeth that are featured in the 2007 film 300, arguing that
constructions of Muslim monsters constitute a recurring theme, first formulated in
medieval Christian thought. Sophia Rose Arjana shows how Muslim monsters are often
related to Jewish monsters, and more broadly to Christian anti-Semitism and anxieties
surrounding African and other foreign bodies, which involves both religious bigotry and
fears surrounding bodily difference. Arjana argues persuasively that these
dehumanizing constructions are deeply embedded in Western consciousness, existing
today as internalized beliefs and practices that contribute to the culture of
violence--both rhetorical and physical--against Muslims.
The Golden Trade of the Moors
The Story of the Moors in Spain
What Islam Did For Us
Fourteen Centuries of War between Islam and the West
How Muslims Shaped the Americas
El Cid and the Reconquista 1050‒1492
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Quinn traces the Western image of Islam from its earliest
days to recent times. It establishes four basic themes
around which the image of Islam gravitates throughout
history in this portrayal of Islam in literature, art,
music, and popular culture.
The very name El Cid sums up much of the special character
of medieval Spanish warfare. It comes from the Arabic al
sayyid, master or chieftain, and seems to have been given to
Rodrigo de Vivar by his Muslim foes. But was it given in
recognition of El Cid's victories against Islam in the
'Reconquista' – or because this Castilian nobleman was as
content to serve beside the Muslims as to fight them? The
story of the Christian conquest of the Iberian peninsula
which gave rise to the legend of El Cid, is here examined by
David Nicolle, who outlines the history, tactics, arms and
armour of the period.
To Live Like a Moor traces the many shifts in Christian
perceptions of Islam-associated ways of life which took
place across the centuries between early Reconquista efforts
of the eleventh century and the final expulsions of Spain's
converted yet poorly assimilated Morisco population in the
seventeenth.
The MoorsThe Islamic West 7th–15th Centuries ADOsprey
Publishing
From the Fall of the Ancient World to the Age of
Decolonisation
Moorish Circle 7
Armies of the Caliphates 862–1098
Muslim Conquests from the 7th to the 21st Centuries
The Secret History of Magic, Race, and Moorish Muslims in
America
Golden Age of the Moor
In April 1609, King Philip III of Spain signed an edict denouncing the Muslim
inhabitants of Spain as heretics, traitors, and apostates. Later that year, the entire
Muslim population of Spain was given three days to leave Spanish territory, on
threat of death. In a brutal and traumatic exodus, entire families and communities
were obliged to abandon homes and villages where they had lived for generations,
leaving their property in the hands of their Christian neighbors. In Aragon and
Catalonia, Muslims were escorted by government commissioners who forced them
to pay whenever they drank water from a river or took refuge in the shade. For five
years the expulsion continued to grind on, until an estimated 300,000 Muslims had
been removed from Spanish territory, nearly 5 percent of the total population. By
1614 Spain had successfully implemented what was then the largest act of ethnic
cleansing in European history, and Muslim Spain had effectively ceased to exist.
Blood and Faith is celebrated journalist Matthew Carr’s riveting chronicle of this
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virtually unknown episode, set against the vivid historical backdrop of the history
of Muslim Spain. Here is a remarkable window onto a little-known period in modern
Europe—a rich and complex tale of competing faiths and beliefs, of cultural
oppression and resistance against overwhelming odds.
In a bright and brisk narrative, Paul Fregosi presents the engrossing factual
account of the immense and little-known Islamic military invasions of Europe, and
the major players who led them, beginning around 660 C.E. Photo insert.
Alf layla wa layla (known in English as A Thousand and One Nights or The Arabian
Nights) changed the world on a scale unrivalled by any other literary text. Inspired
by a fourteenth-century Syrian manuscript, the appearance of Antoine Galland's
twelve-volume Mille et Une Nuits in English translation (1704-1717), closely
followed by the Grub Street English edition, drew the text into European
circulation. Over the following three hundred years, a widely heterogeneous series
of editions, compilations, translations, and variations circled the globe to reveal the
absorption of The Arabian Nights into English, Continental, and global literatures,
and its transformative return to modern Arabic literature, where it now enjoys a
degree of prominence that it had never attained during the classical period.
Beginning with a thorough introduction situating The Arabian Nights in its historical
and cultural contexts-and offering a fresh examination of the text's multiple
locations in the long history of modern Orientalism—this collection of essays by
noted scholars from 'East', 'West', and in-between reassesses the influence of the
Nights in Enlightenment and Romantic literature, as well as the text's vigorous
after-life in the contemporary Arabic novel.
An authoritative survey situating some of the Western world’s most renowned
buildings within a millennium of Islamic history Some of the most outstanding
examples of world architecture, such as the Mosque of Córdoba, the ceiling of the
Cappella Palatina in Palermo, the Giralda tower in Seville, and the Alhambra Palace
in Granada, belong to the Western Islamic tradition. This architectural style
flourished for over a thousand years along the southern and western shores of the
Mediterranean—between Tunisia and Spain—from the 8th century through the
19th, blending new ideas with local building practices from across the region.
Jonathan M. Bloom’s Architecture of the Islamic West introduces readers to the full
scope of this vibrant tradition, presenting both famous and little-known buildings in
six countries in North Africa and southern Europe. It is richly illustrated with
photographs, specially commissioned architectural plans, and historical
documents. The result is a personally guided tour of Islamic architecture led by one
of the finest scholars in the field and a powerful testament to Muslim cultural
achievement.
A New Vision for Muslims and the West
Sword and Scimitar
The Islamic West 7th–15th Centuries AD
Mamluk ‘Askari 1250–1517
Fatimid Empire
What's Right with Islam
The dramatic eruption of the Arab peoples from Arabia after their adoption of the Muslim faith in
the 7th century remains one of the most extraordinary events in world history. By the end of that
century they ruled a state that stretched from the Atlantic to India, from southern Arabia to
Central Asia, covering an area far greater than that of the Roman Empire. Therefore warfare, at
least among the nomadic bedouin, was a normal aspect of life. Complemented by numerous
illustrations, including eight full page colour plates by Angus McBride, this detailed text by David
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Nicolle tells the real story of the armies of the Muslim conquest.
During the early modern period, hundreds of Turks and Moors traded in English and Welsh
ports, dazzled English society with exotic cuisine and Arabian horses, and worked small jobs in
London, while the "Barbary Corsairs" raided coastal towns and, if captured, lingered in
Plymouth jails or stood trial in Southampton courtrooms. In turn, Britons fought in Muslim
armies, traded and settled in Moroccan or Tunisian harbor towns, joined the international
community of pirates in Mediterranean and Atlantic outposts, served in Algerian households and
ships, and endured captivity from Salee to Alexandria and from Fez to Mocha. In Turks, Moors,
and Englishmen, Nabil Matar vividly presents new data about Anglo-Islamic social and
historical interactions. Rather than looking exclusively at literary works, which tended to present
unidimensional stereotypes of Muslims—Shakespeare's "superstitious Moor" or Goffe's "raging
Turke," to name only two—Matar delves into hitherto unexamined English prison depositions,
captives' memoirs, government documents, and Arabic chronicles and histories. The result is a
significant alternative to the prevailing discourse on Islam, which nearly always centers around
ethnocentrism and attempts at dominance over the non-Western world, and an astonishing
revelation about the realities of exchange and familiarity between England and Muslim society in
the Elizabethan and early Stuart periods. Concurrent with England's engagement and
"discovery" of the Muslims was the "discovery" of the American Indians. In an original analysis,
Matar shows how Hakluyt and Purchas taught their readers not only about America but about
the Muslim dominions, too; how there were more reasons for Britons to venture eastward than
westward; and how, in the period under study, more Englishmen lived in North Africa than in
North America. Although Matar notes the sharp political and colonial differences between the
English encounter with the Muslims and their encounter with the Indians, he shows how
Elizabethan and Stuart writers articulated Muslim in terms of Indian, and Indian in terms of
Muslim. By superimposing the sexual constructions of the Indians onto the Muslims, and by
applying to them the ideology of holy war which had legitimated the destruction of the Indians,
English writers prepared the groundwork for orientalism and for the eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury conquest of Mediterranean Islam. Matar's detailed research provides a new direction in
the study of England's geographic imagination. It also illuminates the subtleties and
interchangeability of stereotype, racism, and demonization that must be taken into account in
any responsible depiction of English history.
Printbegrænsninger: Der kan printes 10 sider ad gangen og max. 40 sider pr. session
A complete history of the Fatimids, showing the significance of the empire to Islam and the
wider worldThe Fatimid empire in North Africa, Egypt and Syria was at the centre of the political
and religious history of the Islamic world in the Middle Ages, from the breakdown of the
aAbbasid empire in the tenth century, to the invasions of the Seljuqs in the eleventh and the
Crusaders in the twelfth, leading up to its extinction by Saladin. As Imam and Caliph, the
Fatimid sovereign claimed to inherit the religious and political authority of the Prophet, a claim
which inspired the conquest of North Africa and Egypt and a following of believers as far away
as India. The reaction this provoked was crucial to the political and religious evolution of
mediaeval Islam. This book combines the separate histories of Isma'ilism, North Africa and
Egypt with that of the dynasty into a coherent account. It then relates this account to the wider
history of Islam to provide a narrative that establishes the historical significance of the
empire.Key FeaturesThe first complete history of the Fatimid empire in English, establishing its
central contribution to medieval Islamic historyCovers the relationship of tribal to civilian
economy and society, the formation and evolution of the dynastic state, and the relationship of
that state to economy and societyExplores the question of cultural change, specifically
Arabisation and IslamisationGoes beyond the history of Islam, not only to introduce the
Crusades, but to compare and contrast the dynasty with the counterparts of its theocracy in
Byzantium and Western Europe
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Understanding Islam's Contribution to Western Civilization
The Sum of All Heresies
The Moor's Last Stand
The Moors
Armies of the Muslim Conquest
Jihad in the West
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